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The history of memory foam mattresses dates back to the 1970s. Created and developed by NASA,
these items were originally meant to serve during space missions. Sadly though they could not be
used in a single such mission due to temperature issues in the atmosphere. Their withdrawal from
NASA missions, however, did little to dissuade the popularity of these items. Thanks to the efforts of
organizations like Tempur Pedic, these foam mattresses became an instant hit.

The prime reason for developing memory foam mattresses was to spread pressure. Additionally, the
pressure points were meant to be released from the individual or thingâ€™s weight. While over time, the
technology is known to have surfaced with certain flaws, their popularity continued unabashed.

According to widespread internet surveys, the prices for these foam mattresses vary widely. An
ordinary memory foam mattress can cost you anything around $3000. However, it should be
remembered that the price level varies from one product to another depending on certain factors.
Size is probably a crucial aspect here. Brand names and warranties also play an important role.
While certain dealers will want to offer free delivery facilities, others simply charge an additional fee
for the same task.

While these products, through time, have to occupy a position of eminence in every mattress
enthusiastâ€™s heart, they have had their fair share of controversies and allegations. In the opinion of
countless users, lying down on memory foam mattresses for along period gives rise to allergic
reactions. Secondly, they are also known to undergo tremendous temperature changes. Now,
regardless of how comfortable they feel, it cannot absolutely be denied that lying down on a product
that oozes lots of heat is not particularly soothing.

There are hundreds of thousands of dealers for memory foam mattresses in the market today. The
sad part is, like every other consumer item around, even these products are often sold by
unauthentic dealers and vendors. This invariably becomes more of a concern when the buyer is
shopping online. Therefore, be sure to gather as much information as you can about the vendor
before signing a deal with him. Furthermore, try to browse through their range of mattress varieties
and then make a decision.
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Julia Roger - About Author:
For more information on a foam mattresses, check out the info available online; these will help you
learn to find the a memory foam mattresses!
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